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Islamic dream dictionary push

Driving Force Of Dream Explanation - (Demanding; Demanding; Pushing someone; Retaliation; Yielding) In a dream, the driving force means retaliation, or compliance and presentation to someone with vigilance and to think about what might happen next. If a man is driving a man in a dream, it means that he is pushed into committing murder or that he is hired to attack someone.
If in a dream it is driven by a beast, lion or prey bird, it means humiliation of a higher person or suffering from a disease. The explanation of the dream of hell - • Dreams of getting to hell: (1) The dreamer makes such sins and abominations as it would be worth the death penalty.  (2) The dreamer will serve as a judge. • Being introduced to hell: The person who pushed the dreamer
to hell is misleading him and inciting him to do abominations. • Withdrawn from the Inferno: the dreamer will be immersed in trouble. • You dream of drinking lava from hell or eating something from its fuel: Doomsday Dream Explanation - • Seeing one of the hour marks the end of the world, such as the sun rising in the west, mammals, reptiles and insects flocking, the appearance
of the Antichrist or Gogh and Magogo: (1) Good augury obedient to god's worshipper.  (2) Warning to sinners. • Seeing yourself standing before God in Doomsday or the dead coming out of their graves: Justice will prevail quickly. • Dreams that Doomsday has come: The dreamer is forced to travel. • Seeing yourself alone or with another man who was pushed to join the
resurrected crowd: The dreamer is wrong, according to the Holy Quran, which says: (And it is said to the angels): Gather those who did wrong, along with your wives and what they worshipped.  (Al-Saffat [Those who determine the ranks], verse 22.) Pushing someone's Dream Explanation – (See the driving force)Roof Dream Explanation – In a dream, the roof is a noble and well
respected woman or man. If in a dream we see ourselves driving on the roof, it means that he will be struck by disaster. Sitting on the roof in a dream during the summer means comfort, dispersal of aggravation, recovery from illness or dissipation of secrets. Roof Duct Dream Explanation - (See Annex II). Gutter; Roof)Gargoyle - Or The Explanation of The Dreams of the Roof Duct
- Gargoyle symbolizes a companion, sometimes well known; girls— free, slaves or servants— boys who will look after the place; relief, because it brings aid for draining rainwater; envoy; and an honest man who never betrays or fails anyone, but gives everyone his proper. • Seeing gargoyles or drainage equipment, but not rainwater: dissension and conspiracies. Every gargoyle
alludes to the neck, which will be cut. • Clean water drainage facilities: the well-being and safety of people in the area. • Restless or stinking water, passing gargoyles: ailments and diseases, especially cold sores, boils, smallpox, etc. Gargoyle - Or Roof Duct Dream Explanation - • Blood flowing gargoyles: the enemy will carry the area of bloodshed. • Seeing Meezab Al Rahmah,
Mercy Gargoyle, mosque, house, or well-known place should be interpreted as Zamzam Na (see this name), especially if people benefit from the water flowing from it. • Standing under Meezab Al Rahmah: Joy at God's mercy, especially if healthy and pure water is poured from him. If the water were restless, the reverse would apply. Curse dream Explanation - (Damn; Profanity)
Curse of his wife in a dream refers to false and surrendering to sin, suspicion of the legality of their marriage, or fears about the legality of her earnings. A curse in a dream also means exile, dismissal, expulsion, exile, or dissounding or distanceing someone from it. The curse of someone in a dream also means losing him in vigilance. (See also infringement) Explanation of rain
dreams - • Shelter under the roof or near the wall during the rainy season: (1) Travel or work will be postponed due to illness or lack of financial resources.  (2) The dreamer will be imprisoned as much as there was rain. • Shelter under the roof or near the wall until it rains in the wrong season: (1) The dreamer will be slandered and damaged.  (2) The dreamer will be beaten as
much as there was rain. • Rain on your home, especially: (1) Prosperity, benefits and dignity.  (2) Distress, pain and illness, including possibly smallpox in this house. • Using rainwater to wash your face, clean your private parts after sexual intercourse, remove some impurities on your body or clothes, or perform ablutions: (1) If an atheist, the dreamer will become a Muslim.  (2) If
an ethicist or sinner, the dreamer will repent.  (3) If the dreamer is poor, he will become rich by the grace of God.  (4) If the dreamer is waiting for the matter to be resumed with the authorities, this matter will be resolved in a manner acceptable to the dreamer. Driving Force Of Dream Explanation - (Demanding; Demanding; Pushing someone; Retaliation; Yielding) In a dream, the
driving force means retaliation, or compliance and presentation to someone with vigilance and to think about what might happen next. If a man is driving a man in a dream, it means that he is pushed into committing murder or that he is hired to attack someone. If in a dream it is driven by a beast, lion or prey bird, it means humiliation of a higher person or suffering from a disease.
Uncontrolled Horse Dream Explanation – If a horse is seen as happening control in a closed area, such as a wall or roof at the top or through four walls masjid this means that its honor and dignity will be devastated. Perhaps he will commit a serious sin or a crime. Loom Dream Explanation - Dream, permanent looms are travel or business activities. In a dream, flat sitting means
inhibition, restraint or detachment. In a dream, you also mean support or a gift to the sieve. This also means a high-ranking position or becoming a respected president. If a woman sees another woman pushing her away from her bark to sit in her place in a dream, it means death. Explanation of dental dreams - • Dreams of an incision rising above the current one: A new member
will join the household. But if pain occurs, it means that the newcomer will bring shame and trouble. • Tooth extraction: The dreamer does not support his family or is reluctant to spend. • Throw your teeth with your tongue: The dreamers' family will be harmed by stupid claims about the dreamer. • Teeth made of gold: A good dream for a scientist or orator; otherwise it means illness
or fire. • Silver teeth: Financial losses. Flying Dream Explanation - Flying in a dream means travel. If one sees himself flying lying on his back, it means comfort. A flight for a non-traveller means unemployment. Flying from one roof to another in a dream means a dignified man's overdo into someone who has no moral standards. In a dream, the roof also represents a woman or wife.
In this sense, flying between two roofs can mean a mistress next to his wife. If a woman sees herself flying from her home to the home of a man she knows in a dream, it means she will marry him. Flying from a known country of residence to a distant and unknown habitat of dreams means death. If an inmate sees himself flying in a dream, it means he will be released from prison.
Flying with wings in a dream also means travel, and flying without wings means changes in status or conditions. If a foreigner sees himself flying in a dream, it means that he will return to his homeland, or it may mean that he travels too much. If one who is proud and exaggerated hope sees himself flying in a dream, then his dream is just hallucinations. If one sees himself in a
dream flying race with someone else, and if he wins the race, it means he will conquer his opponent and rise above him at the station. Partridge Dream Explanation – If a married person sees himself catching a male partridge in a dream, it means he will be shrouded in son. If a pregnant woman catches partridge in a dream, it means that she will give birth to a daughter.
Slaughtering a swamp in a dream means adultery. Driving or pushing a swamp in a dream means reproaching a woman. Having swamp in a dream means to marry an Asian or Persian woman, to meet a rich woman, or to marry a woman who will betray him and will not bring any benefit. Explanation of dental dreams - • Glass or wooden teeth: death. • In general, falling teeth mean
obstacles or debt settlement. • Teeth fall without pain: Hopes will be dashed. • Teeth fall with pain: Something will disappear from the dreamer's house. Front teeth fall: The dreamer will not be able to achieve something. If there is pain, blood or body is torn, hopes will be dashed. • The front teeth fall, while others push instead: Everything will change or be rearranged. • Upper teeth
fall into the hand: Money is coming. Fall Dream Explanation – On the other hand, falling into the hands of a bad company, or in the beast den, etcetera, means the consequences of evil, or it can mean stinginess. If a person sees himself falling from the roof of his house and breaking his arm or leg in a dream, it reflects psychological suffering, unfavorable financial conditions,
breaking friendship, or it can mean persecution of local authorities. Planet Dream Explanation - • Horseback Riding on the Planet: Benefits, Prosperity, Power, Influence, and Leadership. • Planets under the ceiling: (1) Houses will be destroyed (as, in houses that no longer have a roof, planets can be seen from home).  (2) The owner of the house will die. • Eating planets: The
dreamer eats people's money and destroys it, unless he is a scientist or astronomer, in which case it would mean that he would do something great and be better. The crowd eating the planets means death. Tongue dream explanation - • Tongue was cut: Dreamer will be patient and tolerant. • Dreams that his wife has cut off her tongue: The dreamer will be pleasant and kind to
her. • Wife's tongue has been cut: She is virtuous and discreet. • Cutting the tongue of a poor person: The dreamer will give something to a fool or producer. • Tongue stuck to the roof of the palate or mouth: The dreamer will deny debt or confidence. Mountain Dream Explanation - • Fall from the mountain, roof, tree, etc.: Separation from what such a tall place symbolizes according
to the code of dreams. The interpreter should consult the entity itself to find out what he thinks the mountain or tree et cetera might indicate and what his aspirations might indicate. It could also mean that the dreamer will fall down by committing sins or where intrigue awaits him, especially if he fell on cruel beasts, crows, snakes, rodents or garbage. On the contrary, falling on a
mosque, in the garden or where the prophet is, would be a great dream. Gutter Dream — (Drainage pipe; Gutter of mercy; Roof duct) In a dream, the gutter is something that is gracious from time to time. Seeing water flowing through the gutters without precipitation in a dream means corruption, or people who spread evil in the area. Every gutter of such a dream also means the
loss of one life. Dream gutters also represent servants and housekeepers who faithfully manage their duties, or they can mean relief from fear or pressure. Explanation of the dreams of stars - • Vision of Venus or Jupiter: the dreamer will be well received by humans. • Star riding: The dreamer will have power and influence and many blessings. • Stars disappearing from the sky:
The dreamer's fate will be lost. If he's poor, he's going to die. • Star viewing under the roof: Bad omen. The house will be destroyed and the dreamer himself will die. • Eat stars: the dreamer will eat people's money. • Destruction of stars without eating them: The intrusive people converge in the dreamer's business and reveal its secrets. He may also offend the comrades of the
Muslim Holy Prophet. • Sucking stars: The dreamer will learn science from wise people. Men.
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